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Full-wave solutions for the vertically and horizontally polarized diffuse single- and double-scatter cross
sections of random rough surfaces are given in terms of multidimensional integral expressions. The one-
dimensional random rough surface is characterized by joint probability-density functions for the surface
heights and slopes, and we account for the correlations between the surface heights and slopes. The full-
wave solutions are compared with experimental results. The sharp enhanced backscatter is due to the
contributions associated with the quasi-antiparallel paths in the expression for the double-scatter cross
section. We conduct a comprehensive parametric study to determine the dependence of the level and the
angular width of the sharp enhanced backscatter on the rough-surface characteristics. The results for the
diffuse double-scatter cross sections exhibit a distinct dependence on polarization. Full-wave, high-frequency
approximations that are practically independent of polarization provide useful physical insights into the
problem.

1. INTRODUCTION

Enhanced backscatter from rough surfaces has been ob-
served in numerous carefully conducted experiments.'15

Even though the original observations of backscatter en-
hancement were conducted with two-dimensional rough
surfaces,"12 no numerical or analytical solutions for the
scattered electromagnetic fields were available. Thus it
was not possible to conduct a comprehensive paramet-
ric study of the observed phenomena and to interpret
them physically. More recently, experimental, numeri-
cal, and analytical investigations have been conducted
with surfaces that are essentially rough in only one
dimension.3 5 The plane of incidence is restricted to the
plane in which the local normal to the rough surfaces lies.
Thus these one-dimensional rough surfaces do not depo-
larize the incident waves, and the problem is essentially
scalar. While one-dimensional rough surfaces do not
have the same range of physical applications as do two-
dimensional rough surfaces, the numerical and analytical
solutions to the electromagnetic scattering problem for
one-dimensional rough surfaces are significantly easier
to solve (both analytically and numerically).

The full-wave solutions are based on the complete spec-
tral expansion of the scattered fields and the imposi-
tion of exact boundary conditions. Maxwell's equations
are converted into generalized telegraphist's equations
that are solved iteratively. The analytical solutions for
the near fields and the far fields include the primary
fields as well as the diffuse single- and double-scatter
fields. They are expressed in a form that can be solved
numerically in a tractable manner. The basis for this
analysis is the full-wave solutions for the double-scatter
far fields from one-dimensional (deterministic) surfaces.

They can be expressed as three-dimensional integrals (not
integral equations) over two spatial coordinate variables
and one wave-vector variable.6 9 Using these integral
expressions, we can formally express the mean (expected)
value of the scatter cross sections (intensities) as 14-
dimensional integrals involving four spatial variables, two
wave-vector variables, and eight random variables rep-
resenting the surface heights and the surface slopes at
four points on the rough surface. Since the full-wave sur-
face element scattering coefficients are slope dependent,
it is necessary to account for height/slope correlations.' 0

After several physically justifiable approximations are
introduced, these fourteen-dimensional integrals are re-
duced to six-dimensional integrals. These analytical so-
lutions have readily interpretable forms that involve the
evaluation of two single-scatter cross sections and the in-
teraction between them through the scatter wave vectors.
However, they are still not in a form that can be evaluated
rapidly, even by supercomputers. Further transforma-
tions of the integrand permit the evaluation of these six-
dimensional integrals essentially as three-dimensional
integrals. These transformed six-dimensional integral
expressions can be readily evaluated.

In earlier studies"'-13 the high-frequency (stationary-
phase physical optics) approximations were used to
reduce the six-dimensional integral expressions into two-
dimensional integral expressions. The high-frequency
(stationary-phase) approximations for the double-scatter
cross sections are practically independent of polarization,
and the angular width of the sharp enhanced backscatter
is significantly reduced. However, the stationary-phase
approximations provide useful insights into the physi-
cal nature of the problem and into its numerical solution
in a tractable manner.
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Enhanced backscatter is observed from rough surfaces
with large root-mean-square heights that are only a frac-
tion of the electromagnetic wavelength, provided that the
mean-square slopes are large ((h 2) Ž 0.5). These rough-
surface structures could be used in the design of road
signs and aerodynamic targets (decoys) that exhibit en-
hanced backscatter. We have conducted a parametric
study to determine the effects of varying the statistical pa-
rameters of the rough surface (root-mean-square height,
slope, and correlation length) on the enhanced backscat-
tered intensities. The random rough surface is charac-
terized by joint surface height/slope probability-density
functions at two pairs of points on the surface (includ-
ing the rough-surface height autocorrelation function or
its Fourier transform, the surface height spectral den-
sity function).10 The effects of varying the incident angle,
the polarization of the electromagnetic waves, and the
rough-surface parameters are also studied. The results
are compared with recently published experimental re-
sults. Similarities and differences between the full-wave
approach and other solutions are also discussed.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

For suppressed exp(jwt) time excitations the full-
wave solutions for the diffuse single-scatter near
fields G.fP(r) from one-dimensional rough surfaces
[y = h(x)] (Refs. 6-9) are (see Appendix A)

G -ho(r = k0 f A fL DP(A', A')

G.Ipsr) = 2p7r [y'=- x[=-L -nyj + ny (

x exp[-jko(A' r)]Iexp[-jkor ( - ')]

to unity if the point on the surface is illuminated by the
incident waves and visible at the receiver.17 18 The free-
space wave number is ko = co(uoeo) 2 . In Eq. (1) the
superscript denotes the polarization of the incident and
scatter waves, P = V (vertical) and H (horizontal). The
vertically and horizontally polarized incident plane-wave
amplitudes at the origin are GiP(O). The length of the
perturbed rough surface is 2L. The slope-dependent sur-
face element scattering coefficient at point r8 on the sur-
face is Dp(h', A'). 19 The scattering coefficient depends
on the polarizations of the incident and scattered waves,
the media on both sides of the rough interface, and the
local normal A on the rough surface6 (see Appendix A).

We use the full-wave expression (1) to determine the
differential wave-vector contribution to the diffuse single-
scatter field, dG2 (r.2 9), incident on the rough surface at
r. 2' (r - r 1' and r - r2'; see Fig. 1). Thus

I-oL DP(ji/ ni

-ko D-l + fly exp(-jkoA'- .22r XSl/=L -nyi + n x(JO S 
X exp[ ikox.1

1(n.' - nt)]

X {exp[ jkoh(x 1 ')(n,' - ny)] - 1}

(4)x U~rsl') [1 - - G] (0)X

where the position vectors to points 1' and 2' on the rough
surface are given by ra1' and r. 2' (see Fig. 1):

rsi = x'a. + h(xsi')ap r.2 = Xs2'ax + h(X.2')ay.

(5)

- exp[-jkort ( - ')]}

x U(is)dxs d i Gip(0) [I - (ny') 2]"12

The full-wave solution for the differential wave-vector
contribution to the double-scatter fields, dGdfP(r), is ob-

(1) tained from Eq. (1) if we replace GiP(O) by dG2 fp(O) as
follows:

where A' is the unit vector in the direction of the incident
fields,

h = nax + nay ,'i (2a)

The unit vectors ax and ay are along the x and y axes,
respectively, and the unit vector ay is normal to the mean
plane of the rough surface (y = 0). The wave vector in
the direction of the fields scattered from the surface is

dGdfp(r) = -o | IL D21P(A", A')
2n7r n,'=-- x821=-L ny" - ny'

x exp[-jko(A" r)] {exp[-jkor. 2' (' - A")]

- exp[-jkort2 (' - A )]

X U(r. 2 ')dx. 2' dn" dG2 fp(O). (6a)[1 - y/212

f = nax + ny'ay . (2b)

For propagating waves the limits of the wave-vector vari-
able n' are (-1, 1). The variable nx' = +[1- (ny') 2]"12

for x - x > 0 and -[1 - (ny')2]/ 2 for x - x < 0.14 Note
that in Eq. (1) the denominator [1 - (nyI)2]12 is always
positive (even when n' changes sign).15" 6 The position
vector to the observer is r, while the position vector to
any point on the rough surface is r. and its projection on
the mean plane y = 0 is rt:

r = xc, + yay, r= = xax + h(xjay,

rt = xSaX. (3)

For high frequencies the shadow function U(r.) is equal
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Fig. 1. Double-scatter electromagnetic waves.
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If we use the steepest-descent method to integrate
Eq. (6a) with respect to ny", the far-field expression for the
differential wave-vector contribution to the double-scatter
diffuse field is obtained. On substituting for dG2 fP(O),
using Eq. (4), and integrating over the wave-vector spec-
trum n' = j' ay (see Fig. 1), we obtain the expression
for the double-scatter diffuse far field6-9 :

Fig. 2). It is given by

ko = koh" = ko(n.,"ae + nylay),

and the position vectors are

rs, = XS1 flax + h(x.1')ay,

Gdf'(r)

k4 (r\112
o ( -)v exp(jiv/4)exp(-jkor)

1 rL rL DJ1P(A',h')D21P(hf, ')

Jfnyl=-1 JxS11=L JXS21=-L [ko(-nyi + ny')][ko(nyf -ny)]

x exp[-jkox. 1 '(ni - nx')]exp[jk0x.2'(nxf - nx')]

x {exp[-jkoh(x.1')(ny - ny')] - 1}

x {exp[jkoh(x. 2')(nyf - ny')] - 1}

I dny iGx U(r.1 ')U(r 2 )dX,,2
1 dx8 1' - (n1)2 ]1 2 G (O). (6b~

(7)

rs2/1 = X.2"a. + h(X.2")ay.

(8)

The radar cross section for a one-dimensional random
rough surface is defined as

2 7rr GdfP(r)GdfP*(r) (9)
2L GiP(0)GiP*(0)

Thus, using Eq. (6b) and the corresponding expression
for its complex conjugate, we can express the statistical
average of the diffuse double-scatter radar cross section,
denoted by (o-d), as

Note that the wave vector ko' = koh' is in the direction of
the fields scattered from the surface at r.11 to the surface
at r82 ' (see Fig. 1). The slope-dependent surface element
scattering coefficients at points r.1' and rs2' on the surface
are D1,'(h', n') and D21P(hf, A'), respectively. The local
unit vectors normal at these points to the surface are
A1' and h2 '. For high frequencies the shadow function
U(r 1 ') is equal to unity if the point at r. 1' is illuminated
by the incident waves (') and visible at point r2'. The
shadow function U(r8 2') is equal to unity if the point at
r82' is illuminated by a source at r 1' and visible at the
receiver (Af).17

The integrand of the diffuse double-scatter field expres-
sion given by Eq. (6b) is not singular. The reason is that,
as ko(-ny + ny') - 0 or as k(nyf - ny') - 0, the nu-
merator in the integrand of Eq. (6b) is also proportional
to k(-ny + n') or to ko(nyf - n') (see Appendix A).
Equation (6b) does not contain the zero-order term.2 0

In the neighborhood of a rough-surface element that
contributes significantly to single scatter, the familiar
stationary-phase condition for the integrand of Eq. (1)
prevails. Thus the vector normal to the rough surface
at a stationary phase (specular) point is along the di-
rection of the bisector nf - A'. For significant contri-
butions to double scatter to occur in the neighborhood
of a pair of surface elements at r 1 and r 2, the corre-
sponding stationary-phase condition for the integrand of
Eq. (6b) must prevail.6 In this case the vectors normal
to the surface at r81 and r82 must be simultaneously along
the bisectors h2l - A' and nf - h 2 l, where n21 is the unit
vector in the direction r 2 - r 1.

The double-scatter intensity is obtained by multiplica-
tion of expressions for the field (6b) by its complex con-
jugate GdfP*(r). To distinguish the conjugate from the
field expression, we denote the position-vector and wave-
vector variables by a double prime instead of a single
prime. Thus ko = k" is the wave vector in the di-
rection of the conjugate scattered fields from a point on
the surface at r 1

1' to a point on the surface at r 2 ' (see

(a)

(b)

2

(c)
Fig. 2. (a) Quasi-parallel, regular path ( n' n"), (b) quasi-
antiparallel, cross path (n' -^n"), and (c) insignificant con-
tributions when r.1' - r2' and r.1'" - r.2", since D - 0.
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k0
7

1
(Crd) 4 1 f f2 2L

J ny/ -1 fyl=_l fxBlI=-L x.2'--L fX81 1--L

f / D2-P(Ln, A')Dlf(i', ,ii)D 21 1P*(nf, An)D,,P*(A, ni)

fx 1-L \ [ko(-ni + ny')][ko(nYi - ny")][ko(nyf - ny')][ko(-nyf + nyl

x {exp[-jkoh(x.')(nY, - ny')] - 1}{exp[jkoh(x. 2')(nyf - y')] - 1}

x {exp[ jkoh(xs,")(nY, - ny")] - l}{exp[-koh(.2")(nyf - ny")] - 1}U(rsi')U(rs2')U(rsi")U(r.2"))

x exp jko[n(x. 2 ' - x.2") - n'(x.1' - xg') - nx'(x.2'

X d2/dx.11dX 2'dx. 1 1 dn' ______-______[1 - (ny')2]i"2 [1 - n12]2

- X1') + (nl."(X.2" - X.1"M

(10)

In Eq. (10) the random variables are the heights and
the slopes (contained in the scattering coefficients) of the
rough surface at points 1', 2', 1", and 2". For a ran-
dom rough surface the shadow functions U(r.1

1), U(rB2'),

U(r. 1 '), and U(r.2
1') are given by Sancer.'7 The statisti-

cal average of the intensities with respect to the random
heights and slopes at two pairs of points on the surface
involves the conditional joint characteristic functions.10

The significant contributions to the double-scatter in-
tensities are shown to come from two combinations of
double-scatter paths (mechanisms)2 1 124 [see Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)]. In this manuscript they are referred to as
quasi-parallel (' = "), regular path [see Fig. 2(a)] and
quasi-antiparallel (' -A"), cross path [see Fig. 2(b)].
The incoherent diffuse double-scatter intensity is the
sum of contributions from the quasi-parallel and quasi-
antiparallel paths. 1-3,25

For the typical quasi-parallel (regular) path [see
Fig. 2(a)] the variables of integration in Eq. (10) are
changed from x1'1 , X.2', x.,", and X. 2

1' to Xdl, Xd2, Xc1,

and Xc2, where

Xdl = Xsl X.,

X.1' + X.1'
Xc = 2 Y

Xd2 = Xs2 - X2,

Xs2l + Xs2"
Xc2 = 2

The region of integration for Xdl and xcl (or Xd2 and
xc2) is diamond shaped with end points at ±2L and ±L,
respectively. Thus Eq. (10) can be expressed as

(cS )= ko7 1

t1 1

X yl- ny/,=-l

tribute significantly to the double-scatter fields for zero
incident and scatter angles. Two correspond to nx'=
[1 - (nyl)2]1 2, and two correspond to n,' = -[1 - (n,')2] L2.

One pair is above and one pair is below the level where the
surface slope is stationary and the curvature of the sur-
face changes sign. In general, there could be more than
two quasi-parallel and quasi-antiparallel pairs of paths
on the average, depending on the mean radii of curva-
ture of the rough surfaces and therefore on the small-scale
roughness of the rough surfaces. This explains why the
observed backscatter enhancement increases significantly
as the small-scale content of the rough-surface spatial
spectrum increases.2 6

The corresponding expression for the coherent cross
section () is obtained from Eq. (12) on the assumption
that all the height and slope random variables are un-
correlated. For convenience, the incoherent cross section
(which is the difference between (bd) and (o-c)) is evalu-
ated. Thus, provided that 2L is much larger than the
correlation length 4,, for purposes of evaluating the inco-
herent diffuse scatter cross sections the limits of Xdl and
Xd2 can be assumed to be (-m, m) whereas the limits of
x,1 and Xc2 are (-L, L).27

The random variables in Eq. (12) are the heights hi' =
h(x. 1'), hi" = h(xs,"), h2 ' = h(X. 2 ), and h2" = h(X. 2"), the
slopes hxl', hxl", hx2', and hx 2", and the shadow functions
U(rs,'), U(r.2'), U(r.,"), and U(rA2") at points 1', 1", 2',
and 2" on the rough surface [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

Assuming that hop >> 1 (where p is the radius of cur-
vature), the slope-dependent scattering coefficients D in

K/ D21P(hf, h')DlP(h', i)D2 11P*(f, h")D,,P*(h", A')
fXd,Xd2 ,XclXc2 [ko(-n, + ny')1[ko(n, - n,")][ko(n/f - n,')][ko(-nyf + y")]

x {exp[-jkoh(x1 ')(n, - ny')] - 1}{exp[jkoh(x. 2 ')(nYf - nd')] - }

x {exp[ jkoh(x.i")(n - n")] - 1}{exp[-jkoh(x 2")(nyf - ny")] - 1JU(rsll)U(r.2')U(rll)U(r.2t)

exp( k{Xdl[ -ni + (nx' + nx"] + Xd2[ f _ (nx' + nx")] + xcl(nx' - n") + X0 2(- ' + ")

x dxddxd2 dxcldXc2 [1- (ny')2]U2 [1 - (nyt1)2]' 2 

It is shown6 that, for a typical (sinusoidal) surface de-
pression (valley), there are four distinct paths that con-

Eq. (12) are expanded about their values at the midpoints
xc, and Xc2. Thus, for example,

(12)

-
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D1,P(', hi) = D(h', h3)Ih~,'=h,. + ko(xsl' - xcl)

aDp' ii) + - xe,
akoxs.1 lxs�=c

- Dp(h, )|h.,i1=h.,c + ko(xsi - xci)

F aDP(h', j) aho, 1
ahxl' akox 11 X,.l/=Xcl

+... (13)

On assuming small curvature (large radii of curvature),
the higher-order terms proportional to the first- and
higher-order derivatives of h(x, z) (Refs. 17 and 28) are
ignored. Thus the scattering coefficients are approxi-
mated by their values at the midpoints xi and x,2. Sub-
stituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), we obtain

ko 7
(C4d) =4V 2 2L

J1 A1 JX L JL [DP(h',

fnyll=-l fny=-l fdl=-- f2-' fx=-L fxC2=-L [k(

X {exp[-jkoh(x.,')(nY - n,')] - 1}{exp[jkoh( 2
1 )(nyf - nyl)

p[hi', hi'', h2', h2", hxlc, hx2c,

U(r.1%) U(r.2%) U(r.l''), U(r.2")]

= p(hl', hi" I hxlc)p(h.1c)p(h2 ', h2 I hx2c)Ah.2c)

x p[U(rsl'% U(rsl'')]p[U(r.2%) U(r.211)] (15)

where the heights at the pair of points 1', 1" are as-
sumed to be statistically independent of the heights at the
pair of points 2', 2" for the quasi-parallel double-scatter
paths.2 2 If point 1' approaches point 2' and/or if point 1"
approaches point 2", the integrand vanishes, since the
scattering coefficients DP become vanishingly small6 [see
Fig. 2(c)]. On substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14) and in-
tegrating with respect to the shadow functions U(r.1')
U(r. 2 9), U(r. 1"), and U(r 2

11),'7 one obtains

, n)DP* (hf, ")]hX2,=h 2"=hX2, [DP(h', h)DP* (h, L )]hX,,=hXi��=hXC

,(-n + ny')][ko(ni - n,")][ko(nyf - ny')][ko(-nyf + ny")

x {exp[jkoh(x.,")(nY, - ny")] - 1}{exp[-jkoh(x 2II)(nyf - ny")] - 1}U(rsi')U(r.2 ')U(rsli)U(r.2 "))

x exp jkoxdl [-nx + (ne'x fl} jk)] [ f

x dxc2dxcdXd2 dXdl [- (nl)2]' [1- (n_)2]1_2_ -

- (nx nx )exp j0[xi(nx' - nx") + xC2(-nX' + no")}

(14)

(0d) = 4ko7 p(ii)P(hf)

X |1 AL l on At A x ~~~~~~~~[D(Jif, h')D*(i, i )x,'-h2"-hx2J[D(i, )D (n , n Ah,11-h.111-hxl.

fy',ny'-l xc,Xc2'-L Xdl,Xd2 - fhXlc,hx 2 cJ-- hi,hi",h 2 ',h2
1"__. [ko(-nyi + ny')][ko(nyi - ny")][ko(nyf - ny')][ko(-nyf + y")]

x {exp[-jkoh 1'(nY, - ny')] - 1}{exp[jkoh 2'(nyf - ny')] - 1}{exp[ jkoh"(ny, - ny")] - 1}{exp[-jkoh 2 "(nyf - ny")] - 1}

x p(hi', h," I h.,l)p(h2', h2" h.2 )p(h.1,)p(h.2A[ - P2(InI'I)][1 - P2(Iny")]

X exp jkoxdl-nx ( 2 )lexptikOXd2[n (n 2 ) expiko[x(n' - nx") + x,2(-nX' + n.")}

x dhl'dhllld~ldh~lldhxcdhx~cdxdlxd~dxcldxc [1- (n )2]]dny'x dhldh~dhldhdh~lcd.2~~d~dd~dc~d,:2[1 - nl21'

We reduced the number of random variables from 12 in
Eq. (12) to 10 in Eq. (14) by approximating the slopes h.,'
and h.,," by hxl, and the slopes hx2' and hx2" by hx2, In
Eq. (14) the random variables are the heights h,', h,", h2 ,

and h2 ", the slopes hxl, and hx2c, and the shadow func-
tions U(r5 1'), U(r. 2 ), U(rs,"'), and U(r 2 9

1).

The rough surface is assumed to be characterized by a
Gaussian joint probability-density function for the surface
heights and slopes at two pairs of points on the sur-
face. The surface height autocorrelation function and
its Fourier transform (the rough-surface spectral density
function) are also assumed here to be Gaussian. The
full-wave analysis is not restricted to these assumptions.
It can be applied to random surfaces characterized by
any physical joint probability-density function and any
physical spectral-density function.29 For a quasi-parallel
(regular) path the joint probability-density function for
the random variables is approximated as

In Eq. (16) P2(Iny1') and P2(Iny"l) (Ref. 17) are the proba-
bilities that no parts of the surface intersect the scattered
waves in the directions of the unit vectors ' and ",
respectively '7 8 (see Appendix B). Thus [1 - P2 (Iny'l)] X
[1 - P2 (iny''1)] is the probability that the scattered fields
in the direction of the unit vectors h' and n" intersect the
surface. This product represents the shadow function
probability for the multiple-scatter event. The proba-
bilities that the surface does not shadow the incident
and scattered waves are given in Eq. (16) by P2 (hi) and
P2(hf), respectively.' 7 "18 The probability-density func-
tions for the slopes in Eq. (16) are given by p(hx,,) and
p(h. 2 .), where h.,, and h. 2, are the slopes at the mid-
points x,1 and Xc2 between 1' and 1" and between 2' and
2", respectively.

The rough surface is characterized by the following
Gaussian joint probability-density function for the surface
heights and slopes. In view of Ref. 10 it is expressed as

dny[

[1 - (n 11)2112

(16)

.
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pP(X) = Plp(Xl)p2 p(X 2 )

( 1 2 1 P1 p T Xnp)
(2,ir)3 I P.P 1"2 e 2~-~n ~ lj

(17)

where Pnp is the covariance matrix0 (the subscript n =
1, 2, and p denotes the quasi-parallel case). For a quasi-
parallel path the rough-surface height statistics at the
pair of points 1', 1" and the pair of points 2', 2" are as-
sumed to be uncorrelated17 [see Fig. 2(a)]. The covari-
ance matrix Pnp(x) for each pair of adjacent heights and
midpoint slope is expressed as

Bn = (hn'h nc) = ) Xdn exp[-(xdn/2) 2 ]

= (hx 2) 2d exp[-(Xdn/2l1) 2 ].2
(21)

The conditional joint characteristic functions for the pair
of heights hn' and h given the midpoint slope hxne
(the moment-generating function for multivariate normal
probability-density functions) is given by 03 0

X2n(an, bn hxnc) = exp( jMnTSn - /2SnTZnSn), (22)
where

(18)

In Eq. (18) PI,,

P r(P1 P12 1
P =pLXnp) = P22

and IPnp I is the determinant of Pnp
P12, P2 1, and P22 are given by

[l]=(2) 1 Rn ]I1np= (h2 R 3 
[PI2]np = ( B) = [P21Inp,

[P221np = (h.2), (19c)

where [ 2 1 ],npT is the transpose of [P 21]np. In Eq. (19)
(h2 ) is the mean-square height, and (hx 2) is the mean-
square slope. The correlations between the height at
points x' and x'," (or x. 2' and X. 2

1) and the slope at the
midpoint x, (or xc2 ) are given by ±B1 (or ±B2 ), and R,
and R2 are the surface height autocorrelation functions at
these pairs of points. For the assumed Gaussian rough-
surface spectral-density function the normalized surface
height autocorrelation functions are

R.=exp[-(xd /lc)2], (20)

where lc is the correlation length of the rough surface and

(23a)Mn = hxnJ~P12P22_11n ,

Sn = (P)n'
bn

Z = Pll - P2P22 'P21].,

a, = ko(-n + ny'),

a2 = ko(nf - ny'),

(23b)

(23c)

b = ko(ny, - ny"),

b2 = ko(-ny + ny"). (23d)

(19a) The moment-generating functions are given by103 0

(19b) X2n(an, bn I ) = h fh:'= fh'h=-" exp[j(anhn + bnhn")]

X p(hn', h" hxn,)dhn'chn'. (24)

Thus

X2n(an) bn hxnc) = exP[hxnc (h 2) (an - bn)j

x exp{[(h2)(1 - Rn) - 2Bn anbn}

x exp[- I ((h2)_ (hn2))(an + b)2]. (25)

On substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (16), we can express
the quasi-parallel diffuse double-scatter cross section
(Opd) as the six-dimensional integral

(crpd) = p2 (j )P2 (nf) | f L f [D(nl, n )D*(/, n )]hXlt=hxl=h.1c
47r 22L ny"li Jxcitxc2 =L \ Jd 1 =o hic [ko(-ni + ny')][ko(-ni + n")]

X cos{ko[xdl(-nx + 2 ) + hxlc (hx2) nY
+ + ny")]J

(h 2

X exp ko 2(n + ny')(-ny, + ny")[(h2)(1 - R,) - 2B12

X exp - ko2((h2) - ) - nY)2]p(hXlc)dhXlcdxdl) (2 fi
X cosko [xd2(nxf - 2 ; nfx")

( exp{-ko2(nY f - ny')(nf - ny)[(h 2)(1 - R,) - 2B 2 2]}

X exp - (h ( 2 )(nY - nI)2]p(hx2c)dhx2 cdXd2)

dnx' [_-_-_-[ -[ ny _
X [1 - P2(Iny'1)1[1 - P2(Iny"I)]exp[jko(xc - c2 )(nx' - nx")]dxc,dXc2 [1 - (ny')2]"/2 [ - (26)21/

+ hX2 (h2 f - l + )]

JI=0 [(nf, n )D (nn, -)]hs2'=h2'=h2

fhx2c=-' [ko(nyf - ny')1[ko(nyf - ny")]
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The variables x~j and Xc2 appear in Eq. (26) only as the
difference xcj - Xc2. Thus integral (26) can be expressed
as

(Lrpd) = fn,=- 1f AL'=-l fx~lX~2 -L f(n,', ny")

X exp[jko(xcl - x.2)(nX' - nx")]dxcldx2cdny'dny". (27)

The integration variables in Eq. (27) are changed from xj
and Xc2 to xm and x, as follows:

Xm = Xcl - Xc2, X = Xcl + Xc2 (28)
2

The region of integration for xm and x, is diamond shaped
with end points at ±2L and ±L, respectively. However,
since xm is the distance between the midpoints of 1' and 1"
and of 2' and 2", the limits of integration of this variable
are assumed to be (-Lm, Lm), where Lm is the width
of a typical depression (or valley) on the rough surface
(see Appendix C and Refs. 22 and 31). The fields that
penetrate the rough surface are assumed to be absorbed
in the conducting media. On assuming that Lm << L,
the limits of integration are -Lm < xm < Lm and -L <
xc <L.

Equation (27) is integrated with respect to xC and xm,
where we take into account that n' = +[1 - (n, )2]IJ2
for xm < 0 and xm > 0, respectively. Thus the total con-
tributions to the cross sections from the quasi-parallel
paths are

(Opd) = 2(2Lm)(2L)

X { f,=-l f|y,,, fr sinc[koLm(nx' - nxt')]dny"d ny'

+ f f fi sin[ ° (nx' - nx")]
fny=-l nyt=nyl 2

X sinc[ koLm (nx' - nx")]dny/'dny ' (29a)

where

fr = Re(f), fi = Im(f)- (29b)

Furthermore, in order to express Eq. (29a) in terms
of real functions, we made use of the relationship
fl(ny', ny") = f*(ny", ny'). Thus the limits of integra-
tion in Eq. (29a) are changed to -1 ' ny' ' 1 and
ny' c ny" 1 [half the corresponding range in Eq. (27)].
In the integrand of Eq. (29a) fr and fi are evaluated
for nx' = [ - (y')

2
]
11 2 , nx" = [1 - (ny /)2]Y1

2 and for
n= 1 - (ny')2 ]

11 2 , nx" = -[1 - (nly") 2 ]1 1 2 (quasi-parallel
case). The sum accounts for the cases xm < 0 and
xm > 0. Most of the contributions to the integrand in
Eq. (29a) come from the region where A' - A"."'l Thus,
in general, the second term in Eq. (29a) is negligibly small
compared with the first term, since its integrand vanishes
as nx' nx". For perfectly conducting surfaces fi = 0
holds, and in this case the second term is identically
equal to zero.

When one uses standard techniques to evaluate the six-
dimensional integrals (29) (over the variables hxci, hxc2,

Xdl, Xd2, ny , and ny" [Eq. (26)], the required CPU time
is excessive, even for supercomputers. To overcome this

problem, we introduce the following substitutions for the
wave-vector variables A' and A" in Eq. (29) (Ref. 25) (on
making the assumption that the major contributions to
the cross section come from the region n,' - nb," for the
quasi-parallel case):

h + 4 . All
na - ' nd=fn -n .2

(30)

Thus the expression for the quasi-parallel double-scatter
cross section can be simplified to

(°pd) 1ko (2Lm)P 2 (A')P 2 (hf)

X f f| (,pdl(ny', ny"))(0_pd2(ny', ny"))
x [1Y - I']Innay

x [1 -P2(lny'1)][1 -P2(nylj)]sinc[koLm(n.' - n")]

x dnay dndy 
[1 -ny)2]/2 [1 -ny /)2]1/2

(31a)

The region of integration is half the diamond-shaped area
with end points on the nay axis at (-1, 1) and on the
ndy axis at (-2, 2). The quantities (pd1(ny', ny")) and
(crpd2(ny', ny")) are associated with the single-scatter cross
sections:

(Cpdl(ny', ny"))

r2 f fRe[D(', n )D*(nI, A')]
Jxdi=o Jhxlc= ax[ko(-ny + ny')][ko(-ny + ny")]

x cos ko[xdl(-,4 + 2 )

+ hxic 2B (n(h 2) ~fy + fly'

X exp -ko 2 (-fn + ny')(-n + ny")

X [(h 2)(1 - R) - (2)]2

X exp - 2 ko2( (h2) - 12) (n yI - nyf/)2]

x p(hxlc)dhxlcdXdl, (31b)

(°@d2(ny', ny'))

J2 f I Re[D(h', h')D*(h', A")]
Xd2=0 h.2c=-' [ko(nyf + ny')][kO(nyf + ny")]

x os ko[xd2(fxf -nx + x)

+ hx 2 c (h 2 ) (ny 2 n + )]}

x exp{-ko2(nf - ny')(nyf - ny")

X [(h2)(1 - R2)
_ 2B2 ]

(hx
2 ) if

X exp[ - 2 ko2((h2) - B2 )(ny' - nylI)2]

x p(hx2 c)dhx2 cdXd2 - (31c)
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Note that the integrands of Eqs. (31b) and (31c) are
real and that the limits on Xdn (n = 1, 2) are (0, ).
Thus Eqs. (31b) and (31c) can be evaluated as functions
of nay with ndy = 0 for the quasi-parallel case. The
coherent scattered cross sections associated with (pcn)

are obtained from Eqs. (31b) and (31c) if we set R,, = 0
in Eq. (20). The incoherent scatter cross section is de-
fined as

(crwn) = (pdn) - (m)- (32)
In Eqs. (31) the integrand of the quasi-parallel double-
scatter cross section is expressed in terms of a product
of two integrals, pdn (n = 1, 2), associated with single-
scatter cross sections. In the high-frequency (stationary
phase) limit they can be evaluated in closed form."-13

Since the full-wave solutions account for upward and
downward scattered waves, the quantities -n + n',
-ny + ny", nyf - ny', and nyf - n could be positive
or negative. The interaction between these two single-
scatter cross sections is accounted for by the function
sinc[koLm(nx' - n)]. The major contributions to the
integrands in Eqs. (31) come from the regions where
A' A" {on account of the terms exp[-ko 2 (h2 )(ny' - nyi/)2]

and sinc[koLm(nx' - nor)] that appear in the integrand}.
Thus Eqs. (31) are referred to as the quasi-parallel (n'
A") contribution to the double-scatter cross section.

For the quasi-antiparallel ( -A") path [see
Fig. 2(b)] the surface variables are grouped into the two
pairs of points x.1', x.2

1, and X.2', x."'. In this case
the following changes in the variables of integration are
made instead of Eqs. (11):

Xdl = X1 Xs 2 ,

XS11 + Xs2"
XC1 = 2

Xd2 = X2 -Xsl,

XS2' + Xsl'

Xc2- 2

(33a)

(33b)

For the quasi-antiparallel case it is assumed that the
slopes at x8 l' and X.2" (h.,' and h 2", respectively) on the
rough surface are approximately equal to the slope hlc
at the midpoint xcl. Similarly, the slopes at the points
X.2' and x 1" (hx2' and h,", respectively) on the rough
surface are equal to the slope hx2c at the midpoint Xc2-

28

The correlations between the heights at x.1' and X.2" and
the slope at x1c are given by ±B1, and those between the
heights at Xs2' and x.11' and the slope at 2c are given
by ±B2. The surface height autocorrelation functions at
these pairs of points are given by R, and R2 , respectively.
Thus, in this case, X,,P in Eq. (18) is replaced by

hnl

Xna h m lls nm=1,2; nm. (34)

hxnc

The above substitutions for the surface variables in
Eq. (10) can be shown to yield the following expressions
for the double-scatter quasi-antiparallel cross sections:

k°d)=2 (2Lm)P(h')P(nh )(Oad) k0
7r

X fnay | ((adl(ny', ny")) (Oad2(ny', y")
ayndy

x [1 - P2 (lny'1)][1 - P2 (lny"1)]

x sinc[koLm(nxf + n. - nx - nx")]

• dndy dnay (35a)
X[1 - (l) 2]112 [1 - (y") 2I1/2 (3

The region of the integration is half the diamond-shaped
area with end points on the nay axis at (- 1, 1) and on the
ndy axis at (-2, 2). The quantities (adl(ny', n2

11)) and
(O-ad2(ny', n2 ")) are associated with the single-scatter cross
sections:

(0radl(ny', ny"))

Re[D(A', Ai)D*(Af A")]
Jdl=° hccC= [ko(-nyi + ny')][ko(ny + ny")]

X cos ko[ Xd (nf - n' + n.' + nx")
2 

+ hx1 c (hB2) (nyf - ny' + ny' fny")] j
X exp -ko 2(-n + nyl)(-ny + y")

x [(h 2)(1 - R) - 2B,]

x exp[- 2ko2((h2) - B12

x (-ny + y' - nyf + py'')2]P(hx1c)dhxlcdXdl, (35b)

(0ad2(ny', y"))

=2 1 f Re[D(hf, h')D*(h", h)]
J = fh2C_ -[ko(fyf ny')][ko(-nyi + ny)]

x cos ko: X2 (nxf - n + n' - n")

+ Bh2c ^ (nyf yi + ny _ ny,,)] 

X exp -kof2(nyi + ny')(-ny' + ny")

X [(h2)(1 - 2 ) 2B22 ]

X exp - 2 ko2((h2) - (2))

X (-ny' + fy' - yf + nyII)2]p(hx2c)dhx2cdXd2. (35c)

The coherent scatter cross sections associated with (G-acn)

can be obtained from Eqs. (35b) and (35c) if we set Rn = 0-
The incoherent scatter cross section is

(0i-,n) = (0radn) -(0-am) (36)

Thus, as for the quasi-parallel case, the integrand of the
diffuse double-scatter quasi-antiparallel cross section is
expressed as a product of two terms, (adn) (n = 1, 2),
associated with single-scatter cross sections. The inter-
action between these two single-scatter cross sections is
accounted for by the function sinc[koLm(nxf + ni - nx' -
iX")]. The major contributions to the observed sharp
backscatter intensity come from the regions where the ar-
guments of the terms exp[-ko 2(h2)(-nyiny" - nyf + ny')2]
and sinc[koL(nxf + nx - nx' - nx")] are very small. In
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view of the presence of the shadow functions [1 - P2 (ln,'I)]
[1 - P2 (jn,"I)], this occurs for the antiparallel case (' 
h") in the backscatter direction (f = -'). Thus the
quasi-antiparallel double-scatter cross section accounts
for the observed backscatter enhancement.

As for the quasi-parallel case [Eqs. (31)], to evaluate
Eqs. (35) it is necessary only to evaluate real integrals.
This speeds up the numerical evaluation of the integrals
significantly and also increases the accuracy of the re-
sults. The integrands (35) are evaluated for n.' = [1 -
(ny,)2 ]1 2, n." = -[1 - (n, "l)2 ]"J2 and for n.' = [1 - (ny')2]IJ2,
n.1 = [1 - (ny') 2 ]"2 (quasi-antiparallel case) and are
summed.

In Eq. (31) the two-dimensional integrals for (-,In)
(n = 1, 2) with respect to hn, and Xdn are evaluated in-
dependently as functions of nay only, since n' n" 
hie for the quasi-parallel case. Similarly, in Eqs. (35)
the two-dimensional integrals for (amn) (n = 1, 2) are
evaluated as functions of ndy only, since n' n" fld/2
for the quasi-antiparallel case. Thus the six-dimensional
integrals are, for practical purposes, computed as three-
dimensional integrals.

3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

The full-wave diffuse single-scatter and diffuse double-
scatter cross sections () (quasi-parallel and quasi-
antiparallel) are plotted in Figs. 3-14 as functions of
Of cos df (where i - f = 0, ir) for the vertically and
horizontally polarized waves. In Figs. 3-8 the corre-
sponding experimental results are also plotted.5 The
incident angles are 0' = 0, 10°, and 30°. The one-
dimensional rough surface considered in the examples
is characterized by a Gaussian surface height auto-
correlation function [Eq. (20)]. Its root-mean-square
height is ((h2)) = 1.73 ,um, and its correlation length
is l = 3.43 ,um. Experimental (scatter cross sections
and Mueller matrix elements) data have been published
recently for this surface.5 The data presented here are
renormalized such that the total power W scattered above
the rough interface, per unit of incident power, is

W = (N),= dO + (crN),= dO, (37a)

Oi = 10°, and in Figs. 5, 8, 11, and 14 0' = 300. The en-
hanced backscatter is due to contributions of the quasi-
antiparallel paths (' -n") to the double-scatter cross
sections [see Fig. 2(b)].22-24 To emphasize this important
result, we have plotted both the quasi-parallel (' ")
and quasi-antiparallel (' -") double-scatter contri-
butions to the cross sections as functions of Of cos Of in
Fig. 15 for the vertically polarized case. In this figure
the incident angle is 0' = 10°, and the wavelength used
is A = 1.152 jum.

In order to examine the polarization dependence of the
diffuse double-scatter cross sections (quasi-parallel and
quasi-antiparallel), we plot the vertically and horizontally

A
c.
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Q
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0.3
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0.0
-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

Scatter angle

Fig. 3. Vertically polarized single-, double-, and total- (single +
double) scatter average cross sections plotted versus scatter angle
(scatter angle = f cos Of for f = 0, r and O' = 0) for
Oi = 0, /8 = 356.128, (h 2) = 0.508, A = 1.152 um, and
er = -62.787 - j4.948.
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0.8
A
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0
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I 0.5

1 0.4
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0.2

0.1

0.0

and thus

(0rN) = ( )
2 cos O0'

(37b)

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

Scatter angle

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for 9' = 100.

In Figs. 3-8 the free-space wavelength is A = 1.152 m,
and in Figs. 9-14 the wavelength is A = 3.392 ,m. The
relative complex permittivity of gold is assumed to be e, =
-62.787 - j4.948 at A = 1.152 Am and er =-424.64 -

j81.144 at A = 3.392 m. The Rayleigh roughness pa-
rameter = 4ko2(h2) = 356.128 at A = 1.152 Cum and
,B = 41.077 at A = 3.392 ,um. The mean-square slope of
the (Gaussian) rough surface is (h 2) = 2(h 2)/(lC)2 = 0.508.
For all the examples the double-scatter mean distance is
assumed to be Lm = 11.131, (Ref. 22) (see Appendix C).

The sharp enhancement in the cross section (o) is ob-
served for both the vertical and horizontal polarizations
at backscatter, where 0' = Of and O - f = 7r. In
Figs. 3, 6, 9, and 12 0i = 00, in Figs. 4, 7, 10, and 13

1.0 -

0.9

0.8
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o 0.7
0
,, 0.6
Q)
rn 0.5

ul 0.4 -

U 0.3
V

0.2

00 
-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for Oi = 30°.
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1.0 dependence is observed for the double-scatter cross sec-
0.9 HH polarization tions (including the backscatter direction). When high-
0.8AEta --- single frequency (stationary-phase) approximations are used to

r 0.7 total obtain the double-scatter cross sections,1- 3 the approxi-
O 0.6 . * * measured [5] mate results are practically independent of the polariza-

0.5 2 tion even at the lower frequency. The stationary-phase
0.4 (specular point) results cannot be used when the polariza-0

CJ 0.3 >05 ."8 tion dependence is a significant factor.
0.2 /'~~ i,./"" *" A,, ~~ -. The results given in Figs. 3-14 show that the angular
0.1 of *-- -'- \ width of the sharp enhanced backscatter also depends on
0.0 o -- - -- frequency. The enhanced backscatter angular width is

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 larger at the lower frequency (the Rayleigh parameter is
Scatter angle /3 = 41.077) than at the higher frequency ( = 356.128).

Fig. 6. Horizontally polarized single-, double-, and total-
(single + double) scatter average cross sections plotted versus 1_0
scatter angle (scatter angle- Of cos Of for f = 0, r and 1 VV polarization
hi = 0) for Oi = 00, ,3 = 356.128, (h 2) = 0.508, A = 1.152 ,um, 0.9 ...... double
and er= -62.787 - j4.948. 0.8 - t--single

A 0.7 -total
1.0 . 0.6
0.9 HH polarization - 0.5

0. 0.7e 5] -0.8 ---- double _ 0 0

A. si w -- nSateranl

r: 0.7 v .

0.6 . . measured [5] 0.2
ao 0.5

ua 0.4 .
0.3 ~~~~~~~~~~-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

V

0.2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Scatter angle
0.1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fig. 9. Vertically polarized single-, double-, and total- (single +

°.0 ....... double) scatter average cross sections plotted versus scatter
-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 angle (scatter angle Of cos f for f = . r and Xi = 0)

Scatter angle for 0i = , /3 = 41.077, (h, 2 ) = 0.508, A = 3.392 ti, and

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for Oi = 10°. er = 424.648-j81.144.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for Oi = 300. Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for Oi = 10°.

polarized results in Figs. 16 and 17 for A = 1.152 jam 1V0 VV polarization

and A = 3.392 Am, respectively. At the higher frequency 0.9 -- double

(Fig. 16, A = 1.152 jam) both the single- and double- A o- -- single
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -total

scatter cross sections for the vertical and horizontal po- a 0.7

larizations tend to merge. At the higher frequency the - 0.6
a

significant contributions to the scattered cross sections e 0.5

come from the neighborhood of the stationary-phase (spec- 0.4
ular) points. At the stationary-phase points the surface U 0.3 - - - -- 

element scattering coefficients (13) are proportional to the 0.2
Fresnel reflection coefficients.32 Since the surface of gold 0.1 /

is highly reflective, the magnitude of the Fresnel reflec- 0.0
tion coefficients is approximately equal to unity for both -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

vertical and horizontal polarizations. At the lower fre- Scatter angle

quency (Fig. 17, A = 3.392 jAm) significant polarization Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for Oi = 30°.
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Fig. 12. Horizontally polarized single-, double-, and total-
(single + double) scatter average cross sections plotted versus
scatter angle (scatter angle = Of cos Of for Obf = 0, vr and
Xi = 0) for 0i = 00, /3 = 41.077, (hX2) = 0.508, A = 3.392 Am,
and er = -424.648 - j81.144.
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 12 but for O = 100.

-60

n - y")]. It appears in the expression for the con-
ditional joint characteristic function X2n [Eq. (24)].
Thus, as ko2(h2) increases, the angular width of the peak
about the backscatter direction (f = -h') decreases.

The effects of varying the mean-square slope on
the enhanced backscatter peak are illustrated by the
plots in Fig. 19. The mean-square slopes considered
here are (h 2) = 0.508, 1, 1.5, 2. The mean-square-
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Fig. 15. Vertically polarized double quasi-parallel and quasi-
antiparallel scatter average cross sections plotted versus scatter
angle (scatter angle = Of cos of for Of = 0, 7r and cki = 0)
for 9i = 100, = 356.128, (h 2 = 0.508, A = 1.152 m, and
Er = -62.787 - j4.948.
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Fig. 16. Vertically and horizontally polarized single- and

double-scatter average cross sections plotted versus scatter angle
,#: \ (scatter angle Of cos Of for Of =0, r and hi = 0) for Oi =

,*-. ................ 100, /3 = 356.128, (hX
2
) = 0.508, A = 1.152 jctm, and Er =

-30 0 30 60 90 -62.787 - j4.948.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 12 but for Oi = 300. 0.35

0.30

When the high-frequency stationary-phase approxima-
tions are used, 11A3,22 the angular width of the sharply
enhanced backscatter is significantly smaller, especially
for the higher frequency (,/ = 356.128).

The effects of varying the mean-square height on the
enhanced backscatter peak are illustrated by the plots in
Fig. 18. The Rayleigh roughness parameters considered
in these plots are in the range 3 • /3 s 300. The level
of the peak does not increase significantly for values of 83
larger than 300. However, for /3 • 3 there is practically
no enhanced backscatter. The mean-square-height-
dependent factor that has the major effect on the level
of the backscatter peak is exp[- 1/2ko 2(h2 )(n,' + nf -
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 16 but for Oi = 100, = 41.077,
(h.2 ) = 0.508, A = 3.392 /m, and er = -424.648 - j81.144.
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secondary peaks appear on both sides of the enhanced
backscatter peak. However, for (h 2 ) 2 2 the level of the
enhanced backscatter peak does not increase appreciably.

For all the results plotted in Figs. 3-19 the analy-
sis is based on the assumption that the radii of cur-
vature are large compared with wavelength [Eq. (13)].
In Figs. 20-23 the effect of this simplifying assump-
tion is examined. When the large radii of curvature

.j- ,w w;\.. X _ assumption is not made (to compute the single-scatter
_/ -e -- _ Ns~z~wEcross sections), it is necessary to consider a four-variable

________________-____--_____-____________ joint probability-density function, p(hl, h2 , h 1,, h. 2 ),'o
-60 -30 0 30 60 90 rather than the three-variable joint probability-density

Scatter angle

Fig. 18. Vertically polarized double-scatter average cross sec-
tions plotted versus scatter angle (scatter angle- of cos Of for
of = 0, 7r and Xi1 = 0) for different values of 8 and for O = 10°,
(h, 2) = 0.508, A = 3.392 /um, and er = -424.648 - j81.144.
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Kr bat. Fig. 21. Vertically polarized single-scatter average cross sec-
tions plotted versus scatter angle (scatter angle = Of cos Of for
Of = 0, ir and Xi = 0) for Oi = 0, = 356.128, (h, 2) = 0.508,

-60 -30 0 30 60 90 A = 1.152 ,um, and er = -62.787 - j4.948, where h = h2
means that the large radius of curvature assumption is used and

scatter angle ~hX h2 means that it is not used.
Fig. 19. Vertically polarized total- (single + double) scatter
average cross sections plotted versus scatter angle (scatter
angle Of cos Of for f = 0, r and Xi = 0) for different
values of mean-square slope (h, 2) and for O' = 100, /8 = 41.077,
A = 3.392 Am, and er = -424.648 - j81.144.
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Fig. 20. Horizontally polarized single-scatter average cross
sections plotted versus scatter angle (scatter angle- Of cos of
for Of = 0, r and Pi = 0) for Oi =0, /3b = 356.128, (h 2) = 0.508,
A = 1.152 am, and Er = -62.787 - j4.948, where h = h2
means that the large radius of curvature assumption is used and
h,, hx2 means that it is not used.
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Fig. 22. Same as Fig. 20 but for Oi = 10°.
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slope-dependent factor that has a major effect on the
level of the backscatter peak is exp('I2(h"2 )ko2{(xdn/2)
exp[-(xd/21 )2 ]}2 (ny + nyf - n - nyl")2 ). It also ap-
pears in the expression for the conditional joint char-
acteristic function X2n [Eq. (24)]. The level of the peak
increases as the mean-square slope increases, and broad
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Fig. 23. Same as Fig. 21 but for Oi = 10°.
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function p(hl, h2, ho,) = p(h,, h2 I hxc)p(hx,).17 They are
associated with the conditional joint characteristic
functions X2(a, b I h.,, hx2) (Ref. 10) and X2(a, b Ihx)'25
respectively. Thus, for the results plotted in Figs. 20-
23, the derivations of the single-scatter cross sections are
similar to those given in the earlier analysis.' 0 In these
plots for Oi = 00 (Figs. 20 and 21) we observe a double
hump about the sharp peak in the specular/backscatter
directions. Furthermore, for Oi = 100 (Figs. 22 and 23)
we observe that this double hump appears in the quasi-
specular direction. These observations appear to be in
agreement with published experimental results.4 5 Thus
the observations of the secondary quasi-specular peaks
are related to the nonnegligible effects of the radii of
curvature. These are associated with the small-scale
roughness of the random rough surface.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the current paper we have computed and added in-
coherently both the single diffuse and double diffuse
scatter cross sections to obtain the total diffuse cross
section.2 2 Correlations between the heights and the
slopes at pairs of points on the rough surface are consid-
ered. We used the full-wave approach to obtain multi-
dimensional integral expressions for the single- and
double-scatter diffuse cross sections. With the use of
transformations of variables (associated with the quasi-
parallel and quasi-antiparallel paths) the six-dimensional
integrals are evaluated essentially as three-dimensional
integrals. When the full-wave stationary-phase approxi-
mation is used,"l-' 3 two-dimensional integral expressions
for the double-scatter cross sections are obtained from
the six-dimensional integral. The'high-frequency ap-
proximate results for the single-scatter cross sections
are in good agreement with the results presented here.
However, the high-frequency approximations for the
double scatter are practically independent of polariza-
tion, and the angular width of the enhanced backscatter
is relatively very small.

The full-wave expressions for the double-scatter cross
sections [Eqs. (31a) and (35a)] contain expressions asso-
ciated with two single-scatter cross sections [Eqs. (31b),
(31c) and (35b), (35c)]. The major contributions to the
double-scatter integrals come from the regions where
A' and h" are practically horizontal (near grazing with
respect to the mean plane)."-' 3 The stationary-phase
approximations used to evaluate the quantities in

be computed in parallel. The sinc functions represent
the interactions between these two single-scatter cross
sections.

For these surfaces the sharp enhancement (approxi-
mately 100 angular width) about the backscatter direction
is due to double scatter rather than to single scatter.3 3

This is in agreement with the results of Mendez and
O'Donnelll 2 and the results of Ishimaru and Chen.2 2

However, there are very significant differences between
the full-wave approach (based on the solution for the
double scatter from a deterministic surface depression)
and the physical optics approach (see Appendix B).
These differences have a major effect on the angular
width of the enhanced backscatter and on the polariza-
tion dependence of the results.

The effects of the shadowing P2, the mean double-
scatter path Lm, the mean-square height (h2 ), and the
mean-square slope (h" 2) on the double-scatter results are
revealed in the analytical expressions for the full-wave
quasi-parallel and quasi-antiparallel contributions to the
cross sections. Thus the shadow function factors [1 -
P2 (IA ')][1 - P2 (I" 1)] maximize the integrand when A' and
A" are practically horizontal (' ±" = ±&a). The en-
hanced backscatter level is maximum when the double-
scatter mean path Lm is approximately 22l. However,
the level of the backscatter peak is not critically depen-
dent on Lm for 51, ' Lm ' 301, (see Appendix C and
Fig. 24). The effects of varying the mean-square height
and the mean-square slope are illustrated in Figs. 18
and 19.

Note that the expressions derived here for the incoher-
ent (single and double) scatter cross sections per unit area
(width) are independent of the area (width) for all incident
angles. The effect of the large radii of curvature assump-
tions is also examined here.

APPENDIX A

The following changes are made in the equations that
appear in the cited papers by Bahar and El-Shenawee6 9 :

(1) The slope-dependent surface element scattering
coefficients DP(hf, A') are rewritten as19

Dp(hf, A') = 2(cos oofn)(cos 00in)RP(Af, A')

x S(hf A )S(-h' h), P = V or H, (Al)

with

RV - linClfn cos(.kfn - in) - SoinSofn(l - 1/Er) + (1 - 1')cos(fn - in)

(Coin + 17rClin)(Cofn + 7C l fn)

RHf[enCinC cos(Ofn - kin) - SoinSofn](l - / + Er)cOs(¢f/ -

(Coin + Clin/77q)(C 0 fn + Clfnl/7q)

Eqs. (31b), (31c) and (35b), (35c) become less valid at
grazing angles (A' ± th" +ax). Thus, while the high-
frequency results are useful in providing physical insight
into the multiple-scatter problem, they do not provide
satisfactory results for the polarization dependence and
for the angular width of the enhanced backscatter. The
double-scatter cross sections are expressed in terms of
a product of two single-scatter cross sections that can

where S(-h' A) is the unit step function associated with
self-shadow for the incident waves and S(hf A) is the
unit step function associated with self-shadow for the
scattered waves.

(2) In Eq. (Al) the term ko(ny' - nyi) is not included
in the definition of the slope-dependent surface element
scattering coefficient Dl(hf, no), since it was obtained on
integration by parts. Thus the terms ko(ny' - nyz) and

(A2)

(A3)
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ko(nyf - n,') are not transformed to the local coordinate
system, as they were in earlier studies.69

(3) Since (h), the mean value of the surface height,
is zero (the mean plane is horizontal), the factor h ay
(where h is the unit vector normal to the rough surface)
is not included in the denominator of Eq. (1).

For the small-slope case (the quantity in the denomi-
nator of the integrand) (-koi + ko0 ) * h(h ay) (-koi +
ko) ay and (kof - k) ( ay) (kof - k) ay
and for the high-frequency case (-ko + k) n(n,
ay) - (-koi + ko') ay and (kof + ko) L(L ay) 
(kof - ko') . , Thus, in these limits, the earlier so-
lutions give approximately the same results as the cur-
rent solutions. However, when (-koi + ko0 ) ay - 0 or
(kof - ko') ay -+ 0, the changes could be significant.

If the mean plane of the rough surface is perpendicular
to the unit vector no = no.a, + noyay, the quantity [in the
denominator of the integrand of Eq. (6b)] ko(-nyi + ny') =
(-koi + k) ay is replaced by (-koi + ko) * o and
the quantity k(nyf - n') = (kof - ko/) ay is replaced
by (kof - kot) F no. Furthermore, dx8 l'dx, 2 ' should be
replaced by [dxsi'/(no ay)][dx8 2'/(o ay)].

The integrand of Eq. (6b) remains finite as (-koi +
ko) * ay = ko(-nyi + n') - 0 and/or as (kof -

ko') * ay = ko(nf - n,') - 0, since in these cases
exp[-jkoh(x 1 ')(nyi - ny')] - 1 - -jkoh(x.i')(ny - n')
and/or expE jkoh(x8 2')(nyf - n')] -1 - jkoh(x. 2')(nyf -
ny'). The expression for the diffuse double-scatter field
does not contain the zero-order term.20

APPENDIX B

On deriving the shadow function associated with the
multiple-scatter event [1 - P2 (Iny'j)][1 - P 2(lnyD")] we as-
sumed here, as in the earlier studies by Sancer17 and
Smith,'8 that the shadow function is statistically indepen-
dent of the height-dependent phase terms in the field ex-
pressions. Strictly speaking, even in the high-frequency
limit (where the phase term is shown to be proportional to
the slopes of the rough surface' 7' 28 ), the shadow function
is not statistically independent of the phase term, since
the heights and the slopes are correlated, particularly
at high frequencies.' 0 Furthermore, it is necessary for
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the double-scatter cross sections to satisfy reciprocity and
continuity for all incident and scatter angles. To this
end, shadowing associated with the single-scatter event is
expressed as the product P2 (-nyi)P2 (nyf), where P2 (hL)is
the probability that a point on the surface is illuminated
by a plane wave in the direction of the unit vector A' and
visible by an observer in the direction of the unit vector
,'f 18

For the multiple-scatter event the unit vector h', for
example, is both in the direction of the scattered wave
at point 1' and in the direction of the incident wave at
point 2'. Thus, in order to account for scattering at
point 1', we represent by 1 - P2 (ny') the probability that
the scattered wave emerging from point 1' in the direc-
tion ' intersects the surface, and, in order to account
for scattering at point 2', we represent by 1 - P2(-ny')
the probability that an incident wave in the direc-
tion ' intersects the surface at point 2'. Now, since
P2(a) = 0 when a is negative, it follows that [1 - P2(nyT
[1 - P2 (-ny')] = 1 - P2(Iny'I). This result ensures reci-
procity. It should also be pointed out that the full-wave
slope-dependent surface element scattering coefficients
Dp[hfL, ni) intrinsically account for self-shadow through
the unit step functions S(hf * ) and S(-hL * ) (see
Appendix A).

APPENDIX C

In this paper we used the expression derived by
Beckmann3 ' for the mean duration of a fade, T-(h), to
obtain the double-scatter mean path Lm. This quantity
depends on the height h (level of signal3 '). For a Gauss-
ian surface height probability-density function the mean
duration of the fade, T-(h), is22

,
3'

T-(h) = -7- exp(h2/2(h2)){1 + erf[ (2(h2 (Cl)

where fl = .,/fl and , is the correlation length. For
a typical (sinusoidal) depression (valley), Ishimaru and
Chen22 assume that Lm = T-[h = (2(h 2 ))"2

= 11.131].
This value is used in the illustrative examples.

Since the width of a typical depression (or a valley)
on the surface is a random variable (say, L,) with mean
value Lm, in principle it is necessary to take the statistical
average of the results developed in Section 2 over the
random variable L,. However, as we show in Fig. 24, the
numerical results for the double-scatter cross sections are
insensitive to the values of Lm over a wide range of values
about Lm =11.1314. Thus, if the standard deviation of L,
is small compared with that of L, this statistical average
of the results presented in Section 3 are not significantly
different from those given for Lm = 11.131,.
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Fig. 24. Vortically polarized double-scatter average cross sec-
tions plotted versus scatter angle (scatter angle Of cos Of for

f = O. ir and hi = 0) for different values of double-scatter
mean path Lm and for Oi = 10°, /3 = 356.128, (h 2
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